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The Human brain is a natural mode of automation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The brain is one of the largest and most complex organs in the human body.  What about if we test our brains? Would you like to do that?
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CHALLENGE:

 Group of people together

 Mission: to become a TEAM

 TASKS

 30 minutes approx.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since you already know that I have Superpowers, I would like to propose you a challenge.I believe that all of us, a group of people, sitting next to each other, at a working Conference, can become a team.In order to complete that mission, we have to complete some taks about 30 minutes.Obviously, I cannot do this alone, so I have 3 questions for you:
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3 questions

 Would you like to be part of this 
Mission?

 Do you think it´s possible?

 Can you contribute to it?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Super revolutionary methodology.  1) We are going to kindly invite you to switch off your electronic devices, and 2) we are going to breath 3 times, very deeply, in and out.An then we are going to accomplish task number 1 of our mission.
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TASK#1
CLAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Task Number 1 - We are going to clap our hands, without any indication, all at the same time.
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The Human brain is a natural mode of automation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now, we are going to focus on the human brain.The brain is made of more than 100 billion nerves, that communicate in trillions of connections called synapses.  The brain controls our thoughts, memory, speech, movement of the arms and legs, and the function of many organs within our body. 
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STATEMENT 1

Our brain has been formatted by millions of years of evolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We bring information with us when we are born.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a very simple way, we could say that millions of years of evolution can be divided in ”three brains”.From  physical survival through emotions and memory, to logic, reason and speech, our brains have made a remarkable journey.But, it would be a mistake to think that each ‘brain’ was replaced by the other. 
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1. Reptilian  (Instinctive Brain)
2. Mammalian  (Emotional Brain)
3. Human (Rational Brain)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each earlier brain still keeps its functions but also interacts with the new, making life so much more interesting.
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REPTILIAN BRAIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was developed and is responsible for our survival instincts. It controls movement, breathing, circulation, hunger and reproduction. The objective is that at birth we can have "reflex" responses, immediate and automatic to environmental stimuli.But because it is so primitive, it cannot tell the difference between what is imagined and what is real.For example when you awake from a nightmare sweating and fearful, the body has reacted to an imagined threat rather than a real oneOur behaviour when the reptilian brain is involved, is mostly unconscious and automatic.What happens in organizations, when people mostly react by using their primitive brain?
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LYMBIC BRAIN

Involved with emotions, 
memory and connecting 
feelings to events.

It controls hormones and 
temperature.

It becomes active when 
emotions such as fear, anger, 
frustration and pity are 
aroused. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAMMALIAN BRAIN – LIMBIC SYSTEMWith evolution, something exceptional and important appeared towards the future of behaviour: "emotions”.   What had evolution gained with these new structures? Improve survival by being able to discriminate what is good to repeat or what is better to get away from.�
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The function of emotions

 Defend and alert

 Motivation

 Greater capacity to 
respond, improving our 
survival

 ”The glue of knowledge”, 
they support learning

 They support our organism 
for effective response 
(chemistry of our organism)
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The Amygdala

14

• Our ”fear centre” of the brain
• Activates our central stress response System
• Regulates hormones, particularly the stress 

hormone cortisol
• By rapidly increasing glucose levels, 

speeding the heart rate, and increasing blood 
flow to the muscles in our arms and legs, this 
stress response allows us to respond to a 
threat.

• After the danger has passed, the system 
works to return hormone levels to normal.The response to short-term 

stress is critical for survival

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primary social behaviour – The concept of territory,   defence, fight for power, aggressiveness, avoidanceResponsible for the Fight, Flight, Sudden and severe stress generally produces:Increase in heart rateIncrease in breathing (lungs dilate)Decrease in digestive activity (don’t feel hungry)Liver released glucose for energySurvival!!!
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HUMAN BRAIN – NEOCORTEX

The most “recent” brain and the most sophisticated: 
evaluation and logic.

It’s role is in the higher functions of decision making, 
purposeful behaviour and in planning head our 
strategies for the future.

It specializes in making sense of our senses (sight, 
sound, touch, taste and smell) and processing the 
information received.

Unlike the other two brains, it operates on a mostly 
conscious level, and is responsible for voluntary 
movement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More possibilities of reaction arrivedGreater capacity for learning, memory and association of elements to anticipate consequences. .It is our sophisticated brain, and it mainly operates at a conscious level.
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The brain controls higher, conscious activities 
such as thinking, reasoning and feeling

The brain controls lower unconscious 
physiological activities such as breath, 
pulse and digestion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The human brain is the ACC for all physiological and cognitive functions.  
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STATEMENT 2

Brain plasticity is the ability of the brain to modify its connections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The brain’s anatomy ensures that certain areas of the brain have certain functions. This is something that is predetermined by our genes.
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NEURONAL SYNAPSES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Neuronal SynapsesThis is the way we learn, we repeat and create neuronal circuits.  If we want that new structures override the old ones, we need to change the way we think and we behave.
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Dr. Barcia Team - San Carlos Hospital, Madrid

Neuroplasticity: brain´s ability to change and 
adapt as a result of experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�CHANGE OF BRAIN´S FUNCTIONSDr. Barcia has developed a technique that involves forcing the brain, by electrical stimulation, to move the functions of place to be able to remove a brain tumour. So, in simple words, what they do is to teach the brain of the patient to allocate a brain function from the damaged area to a healthy one.  In a way that when the damaged area is removed the functions of the brain will still be alive.
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STATEMENT 3

There is a connection between emotions and performance
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NEUROTRANSMITTERS

“The body’s messengers”:  molecules used by the 
nervous system to transmit messages 
between neurons, or from neurons to muscles.

Neurotransmitters do not act independently, but they 
interact with and affect each other to maintain balance 
within the body.

 Endorphins: natural pain killer, euphoria, immune 
response.

 Dopamine: “reward system”, motivation, learning, 
alertness.

 Serotonin: Mood and emotions, sleep-wake cycle, 
metabolism and appetite, cognition and 
concentration.

 Oxytocin: involved in childbirth and breast-
feeding, but also associated with empathy, trust, 
and relationship-building and adaptation to social 
situations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�How can we have better performing individuals and teams in our organizations?  Helping people to increase the good “chemicals” produced by our neurotransmitters.  How are modern companies doing that?  Recruiting CHO and looking for happiness!
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 "Before-you-go-survey ...”
 In what mood did you enter work today?
 What mood are you leaving work today?
 From 1 to 4, how much did you enjoy what 

you did today? 

 Weekly meeting where they analyse the results of 
their daily test of happiness (green, yellow and red 
feelings of the previous week).

 Test of monthly happiness (deeper issues such as 
work conciliation or relationships with peers).
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El Celler de Can Roca, one of 
the best restaurants in the world,
with 3 Michelin Stars.

Once a week they close the 
restaurant to promote emotional 
intelligence and team building
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STATEMENT 4

The power of epigenetics: the study of biological mechanisms 
that will switch genes on and off, influencing change throughout a 
person´s life and even in later generations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Epigenetics Controls Genes. This is achieved through (a) nature:  and (b) nurture: environmental stimuli can also cause genes to be turned off or turned on.Epigenetics Is Everywhere. What you eat, where you live, who you interact with, when you sleep, how you exercise, even aging – all of these can eventually cause chemical modifications around the genes that will turn those genes on or off over time. Some epigenetic changes can be inherited
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How epigenetics affects twins

Dr. Manel Esteller – Spanish National Cancer Center

 The largest twin study on epigenetic profiles  (2005)

 80 sets of identical twins, from 3 to 74 years old

 Environmental factors can change gene expression 
and susceptibility to disease

 35% of twin pairs had significant differences in DNA

 Older twin pairs were more epigenetically different 
than younger twins. 

 Twins who reported having spent less time together 
during their lives, or who had different medical 
histories, had the greatest epigenetic differences.
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At the 1968 Mexico City Olympic 
Games, Dick Fosbury, a 21-year-old 
USA athlete, introduced an 
innovative technique of jumping, 
changing the entire philosophy of the 
sport.

Information that collapses a 
pre-set idea produces significant 
changes.

How far can we go?

(AFP / Getty Images) © Copyright

Dick Fosbury – A man that changed 
the High Jump forever
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When we change personal circuits we not only do it in
ourselves, but it affects our surroundings, our collective
circuits.

The evolution revolution

Wang Deshun (80 years old) 
at his debut as a model

Johanna Quaas
A 90-year-old gymnast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember that we have a mission,Let´s do task number 2
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TASK#2
Draw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a sheet of paper, fold it so you have 6 different boxes.Now, we are going to include some time pressure.  When I say  GO, you need to draw something and when I say stop, then hands upReady?How many of you …?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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STATEMENT 5

Automation: the future is here

(Image credit: Shutterstock)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is reasonable to expect that the future air traffic control tasks will be different from the ones we would use today. For instance, ATCOs are expected to move to a monitoring position of highly-automated systems, with very few tactical interventions, by exception when automation fails.In recent years, the concept of “Human Performance Envelope” (HPE) has emerged. Rather than focusing on one or two individual factors in isolation, it considers a range of common factors that in combination can lead to a performance decrement that could affect safety.
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https://www.epfl.ch/research/domains/bluebrain/

Why is this important?

Understanding the brain is vital, to 
understand the biological 
mechanisms which give us our 
thoughts and emotions and which 
make us human.

Understanding how the brain 
processes information can make a 
fundamental contribution to the 
development of new computing 
technology – neurorobotics and 
neuromorphic computing. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of the Blue Brain Project is to build biologically detailed digital reconstructions and simulations of the human brain.
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THE COLOUR 
OF THOUGHT

Picture Credit: Wedeen y L. L. Wald,  Martinos Center for Biomedical Images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAPPING THE BRAIN – Pink and orange transmit signals related to language
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1)  Investigate the use of neurophysiological indicators (i.e. brain activity, eye blink, heart rate)measuring in real time mental workload, level oftraining and type of cognitive control on tasks.2) Generate a set of automation solutions that use the information to automatically adapt their behaviour 
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STRESS 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE NEUROMETRICS 

TOOLBOX FOR HIGHLY AUTOMATED SYSTEMS DESIGN 

The main goal of the project is to generate knowledge able to support the design of the 
technologies which will be used by controllers to manage the future air traffic scenario.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defined future ATM scenariosDeveloped a mental states measurement toolbox (also called “neurometrics toolbox”) able to provide indicators of workload, vigilance, attention, stress and cognitive control behaviourDesigned experiments about the impact of automation and its failures on controllers performance.Designed guidelines
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TASK#3
PEOPLE CREATE 
SAFETY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Task Number 3 Eggs – Safety First
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TASK#4
RAIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, obviously we have completed our mission, so Dear TEAM, CONGRATULATIONS: I think you deserve a prize.But before I show you your present, let me share something with you. Every time I present a project to Santi, he always encourages me to go on, and he always also says that we do not live in the unicorn world, but in the real world. And after a lot of thought, I think he is completely right, I need to be more realistic and pragmatic: and I have officially created the Unicorn Project Foundation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have designed a special wristband for you all, so you can always remember this conference, because you are now official members of the Unicorn Project Foundation,  who believe in the power of epigenetics.



Me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How did we successfully fulfilled our mission?by changing the word me, by



We

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our  power of attentionSynchronizing our brainsActivating our neurotransmittersExploring our lateral divergent way of thinkingOptimising PerformanceConnecting knowledge and emotions
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Image Credit: Shutterstock/Agsandrew

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are we aware that the human brain could be considered the most natural and perfectly well designed mode of automation to be replicated?Could you imagine applying years of evolution,  brain plasticity, the power of epigenetics, and the connection between emotions and performance to the way we conceive our ATM industry? Neurosafety is here.Are We human after all?
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Thanks

gcobrero@enaire.es

+ 34  670696270

Skype: gcortesobrero

https://es.linkedin.com/in/guadalupe-cortés-19616558

mailto:gcobrero@enaire.es
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